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Abstract
When reviewing the research of scenes and subcultures it becomes apparent, that economic
aspects remain largely unresearched or exploratory (E.G. Hesmondhalgh, 1998; Lange & Bürkner,
2010). So far the economy of those formations has been mostly understood as being part of the
cultural industries (or now referred to as creative industries), or not even economic at all
(Gebesmair, 2008; Handke, 2009). Based on research in the Berlin music scene around
'underground' techno and house music, I have come to different conclusions: I found microglobalized and small-entrepreneurial infrastructures of clubs, marketing and booking agencies,
shops, media and distributors run by club owners, promoters, DJs, booker and agency/club staff.
They have an own value creation chain rooted in a common subcultural aesthetic and integral music
culture – a scene economy (Kühn, 2011). By exerting various selective subcultural orientations (noncommerciality, familiarity, sell-out) these both cultural and economic actors perform a post-modern
form of aesthetic resistance (Kühn, 2013). Although the distinctions remain blurred, they thereby
produce a subcultural/internal hierarchy (Bourdieu, 1996; Thornton, 1995) and draw boundaries
around their mode of cultural production (Strachan, 2007; Moore, 2007). By combining Bourdieu's
theory of the cultural field with scene and subcultural theory (Hall & Jefferson, 2006; Hitzler, Honer,
& Pfadenhauer, 2008; Muggleton & Weinzierl, 2003), the presented approach links both
subcultural identities and cultural-economic structures together and heads towards overcoming the
current dichotomy of subcultural and post-subcultural theory.
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“Underground” is a word, which is an essential part in the title of the “Keep it simple,
make it fast” conference. Not only in punk, also in techno this is a term very frequently used,
referred to and rejected at the same time. Many claim, this terms doesn't make much sense
anymore nowadays. Is this really true, or is there just a lack of a fitting theory to explain, why
this term seems still to be central for discourses in and about music scenes? Scensters say they
prefer things “more underground”. One of my interviewees, a label owner, put it succinctly,
“Berlin isn’t Lady Gaga or Paul van Dyk; this is the capital city of the underground.” What
does this term mean here, and how is it sociologically rooted in the cultural field of electronic
dance music (Bourdieu, 1996)? Current post-subcultural theories, such as from Andy Bennett,
David Muggleton or Ronald Hitzler (2010; 2008; 2003), offer little means to understand these
claims and differences; and how to explain why they don't disappear, but re-shape and
accommodate with newer developments. Although I broadly agree with the insights of postsubcultural theories, a crucial feature of the music scene has been lost along the way: a
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systematical sociological exploration of the roles that distinctions play and how they are rooted
in the music scene's cultural economy (Kühn, 2011, 2013).
So far, the economy of scenes has been mostly understood as being part of the cultural
industries (or creative industries by now), or not even economic at all (Gebesmair, 2008; Wicke,
1997). Music industry research sees them as fully integrated actors of global and national
music markets, classified into so-called independents and majors (Handke, 2009) and
differentiated along lines of size, musical specialties and originality. Creative industries
research tries to subsume them as major drivers for the attractiveness of cities and national
economies by their engagement into supposedly very innovative products (Caves, 2002;
Florida, 2003; Hartley, 2004). What both perspectives have in common is that they do not
approach economic structures from the music scene's perspective, but rather from an
economic-industrial point of view. And thereby they overlook and underestimate structural
peculiarities.
In order to define the economic sphere of electronic dance music scenes sociologically, I
argue for the term scene economy (Kühn, 2011). Although previous insights have been
extremely illuminating, these studies have lacked a systematic perspective that analyses the
aesthetic, distinctive and commercial attitudes of hobbyist and professional scene participants
within the conditions of their specific cultural norms and scene-based reproduction. My
assumption is that the scene economy of 'underground' electronic dance music scenes
represent their own differentiated economic fields with specific structures that have developed
their own organizational logic. The consequences and the basis of this logic are particular
conditions for action and relations of production within the scenes’ own infrastructure and
value-creation chain that result from the specific cultures and market relations of electronic
dance music. To understand the specific structure, the following features need to be
considered: Scene-based cultural production instead of industry-based cultural production, the
emphatic role of the music culture, the internal subcultural hierarchy and the role of
distinctions in maintaining and re-shaping the scene economy, music culture and
attractiveness.
The following remarks and claims are firstly based on my research, using focused
ethnography, on producers of electronic dance music, twelve expert interviews with
individuals active in various areas of the scene economy. And secondly on my own longstanding participation in the scene as a DJ, booker and media producer as forms of sociological
ethnography. I use ideal-type descriptions. That is, I work with exaggerated representations of
differences that in reality occur in a substantially more mixed and indistinct way. And yet, their
exaggeration is precisely what allows the core of their specificities to be represented most
clearly.

Towards neo-subcultural theory
In his theory on cultural fields, Pierre Bourdieu noticed a general trend towards two poles with
opposing cultural logics. The ‘autonomous pole’ defines itself by its cultural orientation; in
which the furthering of art itself takes highest priority over any political, moral, or economic
interest. The other pole has a commercial orientation; treating art as just another form of
commerce like any other, in which art is produced based on its marketability. Each pole has
its way of making value and profiting from it, but they are also in tension with each other.
This tension also exists in electronic dance music: on the ‘autonomous’ side of things you find
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house and techno music, along with the club/open-air party culture of Berlin. On the other
side, you find mass-produced and profit-driven so-called EDM ‘dance pop’, which readily
absorbs anything that promises to increase sales and reach. Both poles have very different
definitions of success, as well as sharply divergent aesthetics and modes of production.

Aesthetic subcultures (and not class-based anymore) with their own identity and
infrastructures struggling to maintain aesthetic and seductive cores against unwanted external
influences and political, moral or economic instrumentalisation.
To understand the dynamics of post-modern popular cultures, it is necessary to overcome
the opposition of subcultural and post-subcultural readings of music scenes. The reality is, in
the case of electronic dance music such as house and techno, neither strictly the one or the
other. As small scale underground music culture and their big scale counterparts suggests,
also in other fields of music, both are closely intertwined and distinct from each other at the
same time. Pierre Bourdieu's field theory helps to extend the concept of the music scene and
re-shape the concept of subculture to understand the cultural dynamics between
“underground” and “mainstream” as different forms of meaningful culture-economic
infrastructure and social identity. By combining Bourdieu's theory of the cultural field (2001)
with updating scene and subcultural theory, the presented approach is linking both subcultural
identities and cultural-economic structures and is heading towards overcoming the current
dichotomy of subcultural and post-subcultural theory.

Scene-based cultural production
Involvement in house and techno music typically starts with a random visit to a techno club,
or by first listening to the music through recorded DJ sets. Some become very passionate about
music and clubbing and start to visit clubs very frequently. In the beginning, participation
remains passive, but quickly may evolve i: People start to look for certain sub-genres, follow
certain DJs, gain certain scene-specific sets of knowledge about clubs, do's and dont's, artists,
and so on. Then, to participate more deeply and earn money, some start to DJ, throw parties,
launch music labels, found scene specific agencies or just start to work in clubs or for labels
and agencies. They start to combine their passion for a certain aesthetic with commercial and
distinctive attitudes: For some, it will always just remain a hobby, but others quickly become
professional and turn their scene participation into a business. However, for the passionate,
this business orientation remains strongly limited by the cultural institutions of the music
scene. They don't start making other music just because it is more profitable. They relinquish
economic opportunities, because the feelings of enjoyment and freedom experienced through
the music are more important to them. They see economic activity as being able to get by
instead of pure profit-maximization. This means that they associate the generation of sufficient
income and social protection with their main desire for economic self-determination, artistic
freedom and passion in life. For them, money exists to make their lives possible, in which they
will be able to ideally pursue their personal goals in artistic freedom—but not in order to secure
as much wealth as possible, following a logic of accumulation. The small-business structure of
many lone entrepreneurs promotes this logic, since it imposes fewer practical constraints on
the individual than a large organization with numerous employees. This connection through
a commonly shared passion also results in individuals working together in clubs or labels, often
referring to their friends and colleagues as a “family”. To summarize: Their private desires and
business activities become closely coupled and integrated, resulting in a deeply culturalized
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economic orientation. One recruits “bottom-up” out of the fascination for a certain music and
prioritizes cultural orientations over economic possibilities. This makes small-scale actors who
mainly do it for the fun and a feasible outcome. An atomistic structure of many sole
entrepreneurs dominates the markets. Instead of pure sale orientation, subjective aesthetics
and political interests dominate the cultural products and business co-operations among the
scene economy participants.

The emphatic role of the music culture
As participants of a certain music culture, their activity is oriented on the cultural institutions
of Detroit Techno and Chicago House and thereby framed by its opportunities and restrictions.
These cultural institutions enable and demand certain cultural practices to be fulfilled and
followed in order to reproduce and accommodate the seductive core of the music scene. The
norms are typical music tracks to be seamlessly mixed by DJs in front of a dancing crowd on a
loud sound system. What are these institutions? Although very roughly and surely not
exhaustively, house can be understood as established musical practices condensed as tracks
with repetitive and loop based beats, with a focus on groove, making crowds dance in clubs,
mixing in DJ sets and played on events at high volume. Genre-typical patterns for house and
techno music are the four to the floor beats, between 100 and 150 beats per minute speed,
elements like basslines, kickdrums, snaredrums, hihats and track themes. Techno sounds
rather dark and heavy, house sound rather soft, funky and easy-going. Tracks are typically
composed with intros, breakdowns, a main section, climaxes and outros. Tracks are supposed
to make people dance at events and to be mixed in continuous sets by DJs (Kühn, 2009;
Mathei, 2012; Volkwein, 2003).

The central role of distinctions in the music scene's
economy
As a result of their scene-based involvement and fandom of house and techno, many scene
2

participants towards the autonomous pole exert distinctions in order to conserve and develop
their preferred set of aesthetics and scene-based cultural production (Strachan, 2007; Mäe &
Allaste, 2011; Moore, 2007). In the post-modern world, aesthetics can flow everywhere and
thereby can be used and adopted anywhere. Even in contexts, that many scene participants
find not very much desirable. The current boom of electronic dance music in the US, with
associated artists like David Guetta, Swedish House Mafia, Skrillex and so on, is a good
example of this. With the increasing success of so-called “mainstream” EDM, many scene
participants insists of debunking that culture as “fake” and “inappropriate” - and try to keep
these aesthetics, actors and corresponding organizations out of their scene contexts.
Sociologically speaking, they draw boundaries around their aesthetics and modes of
production. It is a form of resistance not primarily rooted in class, but in the preservation and
defense of aesthetically-based life-worlds. Typically, these distinctions are about a perceived
corruption of cultural logics by the economic logics of apparently too commercialized music
and events, or about external actors like companies, political shareholders or councils who are
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not intrinsically interested in the music culture, rather using them for their own allegedly purely
commercial or political aims. Aims,that eventually might endanger the productivity and survival
of the music scenes by for example causing gentrification or mainstream identity. These
distinctions have become a background knowledge of the subcultural field and are also
expected by the participants in order to enable economic cooperation. From these distinctions
the possibility and necessity of an internal subcultural hierarchy within the field of electronic
dance music evolves. Various forms of distinctions as a form of “aesthetic resistance” become
the primary means to keep out unwanted aesthetics and modes of production in order to
preserve the aesthetic core of the music scene.
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